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Abstract: Recently, the phenomenon of switching back from microservice to monolith has increased in
frequency, leading to intense debate in the industry. In this paper, we conduct a multivocal literature
review to investigate reasoning and key aspects to pay attention to when switching back and analyze
other practitioners’ opinions. The results show four cases of switching back from microservice to
monolith: Istio control plane, Amazon Prime Video monitoring service, Segment, and InVision.
The five main reasons that led to switching back are cost, complexity, scalability, performance, and
organization. During the switching back process, six key aspects need to be addressed: (1) stopping
the development of more services, (2) consolidating and testing paths, (3) unifying data storage,
(4) implementing the message bus principle, (5) giving up diverse techniques, and (6) learning to
use modular design principles. As to the practitioners’ opinions, they had mixed views about the
switching back phenomenon. However, most thought that switching back required consideration of
the actual system situation and principles. These results pave the way for further research and guide
researchers and companies through the process of switching back from microservice to monolith.

Keywords: microservice; monolith; switching back; multivocal literature review; practitioner

1. Introduction

Microservices have become an essential architectural style due to their independent and
decentralized nature [1,2]. In recent years, microservices have gained significant traction,
particularly within industry [3]. Large companies like Netflix, Amazon, and Spotify have
also adopted microservice architectures, and more enterprises are migrating their systems to
microservices [4,5]. They expected to take advantage of the benefits of microservices, such as
independent development, deployment, and scalability, in order to help their systems solve
current problems, improve the systems’ quality, or enable easier software maintenance [6,7].
However, many companies have not achieved the expected benefits of migrating to microser-
vices, although several have significantly improved their performance and independence [8].
Research and practice in recent years have also proved Fowler and Lewis’s [9] point that
microservice architecture is not a silver bullet and that it faces several challenges at different
stages of the process [10,11].

Recently, there has been a phenomenon in the industry of systems switching back
from microservice to monolith. One example is Amazon Prime Video monitoring service,
one of the world’s most extensive streaming services, serving millions of customers world-
wide. The report claimed that switching from a distributed microservice architecture to
a monolithic application helps achieve grander scale, resilience, and lower costs, solving
the questions of higher cost and scaling bottlenecks [12]. This report generated much
discussion among practitioners. Although microservices are becoming more popular, even
large companies like Amazon have made rollbacks from microservices because of some
shortcomings of microservices. Moreover, there are also discussions of the advantages and
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disadvantages of microservices and monolithic architecture. Monolithic architecture is easy
to develop and simple to deploy, but it is difficult to scale and has complex maintenance
and low reliability and availability [13]. In contrast, microservices architecture is easy to
scale and maintain and has high reliability and availability, but it requires more complex
deployment and autonomy [13].

To research this phenomenon of switching back from microservice to monolith, we aim
to investigate the status of switching back examining the reasons, methods, techniques, and
opinions involved. For this purpose, we conduct a multivocal literature review. Specifically,
we investigate (1) reasons for companies switching back from microservice to monolith,
(2) key aspects to be aware of during the switching back process, and (3) opinions of the
other practitioners about this switching back phenomenon. We identified one paper out of
295 in white literature and 31 articles out of 198 in grey literature; in the end, 32 articles
were selected for study.

The results show four cases of switching back from microservice to monolith: Istio
control plane, Amazon Prime Video monitoring service, Segment, and InVision. The five
main reasons that led to the switching back are cost, complexity, scalability, performance,
and organization. During the switching back process, six key aspects need to be aware:
(1) stop developing more services, (2) consolidate and test paths, (3) unify data storage,
(4) implement message bus principle, (5) give up diverse techniques and (6) learn to use
modular design principles. From the practitioners’ opinions, they had mixed views about
the switching back phenomenon. However, most thought the switching back needed
considering the actual system situation and principles. Results provide researchers with a
comprehensive view of the actions and perspectives of organizations and practitioners in
switching back from microservice to monolith.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines the research methodology
adopted in the study. In Sections 3 and 4, we summarize and discuss the obtained results.
Section 5 identifies the threats to validity. Finally, in Section 6, we present an overview of
related work, and Section 7 provides the conclusion.

2. Methodology

In this work, we aim to understand the state of the art regarding the reasons and meth-
ods facilitating switching back from microservice to monolith and practitioners’ opinions
and advice towards such practices. To such an end, we conducted a multivocal litera-
ture review (MLR) based on the guidelines defined by [14]. An MLR is a combination
of two parts: (1) a systematic literature review (SLR) on the academic literature (white)
published in journals or conferences, and (2) one on the grey literature, e.g., blog posts,
social media posts, and videos [14]. MLRs are popular and can provide an extra layer of
insight, especially toward understanding newly emerging trends in the software industry.

In this section, we define the objectives and research questions of the study
(Section 2.1) and report our search strategy (Section 2.2). Moreover, we outline the data
extraction and analysis (Section 2.3) and share our work process replication package for
this study (Section 2.4).

2.1. Goals and Research Questions

The goals of this paper are three-fold. First, we investigate the main reasons that
encourage notions of switching back from microservice to monolith, especially when the
popularity of microservice is still at its pinnacle. It is critical to find any specific industrial
cases that support such phenomena with explicit reasons provided. Second, we also
investigate which critical activities or aspects of the reverse switching back process deserve
special attention. Furthermore, we are interested in other opinions from practitioners
regarding such phenomena.

Based on the goals, we defined the following research questions (RQs):

• RQ1. What are the reasons for switching back from microservice to monolith?
• RQ2. What are the key aspects to pay attention to during the switching back process?
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• RQ3. What are the opinions of the other practitioners regarding such switching back?

2.2. Search Strategy

The search strategy of an MLR consists of two parts, namely the SLRs conducted on
both the white and the grey literature. This includes the definition of search strings, the
choice of bibliographic sources, the determination of the inclusion and exclusion criteria,
and the search and selection process. The search strategy is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The search and selection process.

Search String. We identified the main terms to be considered based on our research
goals and questions. As such, we started with the terms “microservice” and “monolith” to
investigate the phenomena of switching back from microservice to monolith. When we
searched alternative spellings and synonyms for these two terms, we referred to previous
research and literature and to common terminological usage in the field to ensure that
our searches covered different expressions. For the term “microservice”, we selected the
following strings, as they include the potential alternatives and plural forms “(microservice*
OR micro-service* OR “micro service*”)”. For the term “monolith”, we directly selected the
string “monolith*” with the asterisk in order to include the plural forms and adjectives.

We considered the related terms and phrases in order to conduct a more comprehensive
search of the articles on the phenomenon of “switching back” in the research field. We chose
terms that covered different aspects of “return”, “ refactor”, “migrate”, etc., to ensure that
the search strings covered a wide range of descriptions and thus provided as comprehensive
a search as possible “(back OR return* OR refactor* OR rearchitect* OR migrat* OR revert*
OR re-architect* OR redesign* OR reimplementation*)”. Finally, we used boolean operators
to relate the identified various terms. We used the OR operator to connect alternative
spellings and synonyms and the AND operator to connect the main terms. The following
search string represents the outcome:

“(microservice* OR micro-service* OR “micro service*”)”
AND

monolith*
AND

“(back OR return* OR refactor* OR rearchitect* OR migrat* OR revert* OR re-architect* OR
redesign* OR reimplementation*)”

This search query was applied to both white and grey literature reviews.

2.2.1. White Literature

Sources. After identifying the search string, we decided on the literature databases to be
searched for the white literature. We took SCOPUS (the SCOPUS database: https://www.scopus.
com (accessed on 1 March 2024)), which is the most extensive literature database, as our main
target. We also considered IEEEXPLORE (the IEEEXPLORE database: https://ieeexplore.
ieee.org/ (accessed on 1 March 2024)), the ACM DIGITAL LIBRARY (the ACM DIGITAL

LIBRARY: https://dl.acm.org (accessed on 1 March 2024)), and the citation database WEB OF

SCIENCE (the WEB OF SCIENCE: https://www.webofscience.com/ (accessed on 1 March
2024)) to double-check the results obtained from SCOPUS. The main reasons for selecting

https://www.scopus.com
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these databases were their potential completeness and popularity. The vast majority of
publishers publish index papers on the selected databases, and they are widely recognized
as the most representative of the research in software engineering [15], in addition to being
used by many systems literature and mapping studies [16–18]. Additionally, to avoid
analyzing papers that were not peer-reviewed, we decided not to adopt GOOGLE SCHOLAR

(GOOGLE SCHOLAR: https://scholar.google.com (accessed on 1 March 2024)) as a database.
This database includes preprints obtained from open-access archives like ARXIV, which
are unpublished research.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. We needed to screen the retrieved papers for consis-
tency and adequacy to help address our research questions. Table 1 shows the complete list of
inclusion and exclusion criteria.

The inclusion criteria were mainly relevant to whether the searched articles could ad-
dress our research questions. We considered the defined research questions and determined
that the change of switching back from microservice to monolith was the core aspect we
were trying to investigate. If the articles mentioned this change, the content should relate
to the reasons, processes, or practitioner opinions involving switching back. As described
in Table 1, we included papers based on this inclusion criterion.

For the exclusion criteria, we first filtered out papers that were duplicated, not written
in English, or unrelated to our research questions. We also excluded non-peer-reviewed
papers. Even though we did not choose Google Scholar as a database, we could still obtain
non-peer-reviewed articles. It is worth remembering that the change we needed to research
was switching back from microservice to monolith, and it is important to get relevant
industrial cases or other factual evidence. Therefore, we excluded papers unrelated to the
related industrial cases or other factual evidence. In addition, if we found that a paper was
an extension of a previously published paper, e.g., a journal paper was an extension of a
conference paper, we retained only the extension and filtered out the previous preliminary
version. Finally, we excluded papers that were not accessible by the institution.

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inc./Exc. Criteria

Inclusion Papers proposing “change from Microservice back to Monolith”

Exclusion Not in English
Duplicated
Out of topic
Not peer-reviewed papers
Not referred to industrial cases or other factual evidence
Not accessible

Search and Selection Process. After defining the search string, bibliographic sources,
and inclusion and exclusion criteria, we started searching for the strings in the selected
search databases. We used the “Advanced Search” option for each of the four databases
selected. We mainly restricted the search within the search string to the title and abstract
during the advanced search process. The purpose was to ensure that our search results
more accurately reflected the literature relevant to our research topic while reducing the
interference of irrelevant literature, thereby ensuring the accuracy and reliability of our
research. The search was conducted and included all the publications available until the
period. This process may have led to some related studies not being included, but the
“snowballing” step will compensate for this situation. The search results are reported in
Table 2. The initial search results comprised 571 papers, which was eventually reduced to
295 after removing duplicates. As shown in Figure 1, we continued with the steps in the
search and selection process.

https://scholar.google.com
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Table 2. Initial literature search by library.

Library White Lit.

Scopus 277
IEEE 108
ACM 34

Web of Science 152

Non-duplicates 295

Applicability testing of inclusion and exclusion criteria: We first conducted applicability
testing to verify the validity of the inclusion and exclusion criteria [19]. We tested on a
subset of 20 papers (assigned to two authors) randomly selected from the papers retrieved.
Authors met to discuss the results after the testing. This step did not ultimately result
in revisions to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, probably indicating the completeness
and suitability.

Applying inclusion and exclusion criteria to title and abstract: After ensuring the inclusion
and exclusion criteria through the applicability testing, we applied the final inclusion
and exclusion criteria to the retrieved papers. Two authors read each paper; in the case
of disagreement, a third author was involved in the discussion to clear up any such
disagreement. Out of the 295 initial papers, we selected three papers that were included
based on the title and abstract. To evaluate the inter-rater agreement before involving the
third author, we calculated Cohen’s kappa coefficient [20]. Cohen’s K coefficient scored
0.93, which represents the application of the inclusion and exclusion criteria, resulting in
an almost perfect agreement.

Full reading: We read three full papers included by title and abstract and assigned each
paper to two authors using the same criteria in Table 1. We engaged a third author for these
papers to make a final decision. On this basis, we selected only one paper as a possibly
relevant contribution.

Snowballing: We used the snowballing approach [21]. We considered all the references
in the selected articles and evaluated all papers that cited the retrieved ones. We relied on
GOOGLE SCHOLAR, which allows authors to search the reference papers easily to check
whether some related studies were missing. Finally, the result showed there were no
additional relevant papers.

Ultimately, only one paper was selected from the search and selection process among
the 295 papers in the white literature review.

2.2.2. Grey Literature

Sources. We applied the same search string in the Google search engine, as it is the
one that has been commonly used for grey literature searches in academia. In addition, we
also searched for potential discussion threads on some popular tech-involved social media
platforms, including Reddit, Quora, and StackOverflow.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. We applied the same inclusion criteria shown in
Table 1. Regarding the exclusion criteria, as this part is a grey literature review, we removed
the “Not peer-reviewed papers” criterion. We also removed the criterion “Not in English”
because within Google advanced search, we selected English as the language. The other
exclusion criteria were the same.

Search and Selection Process. We used Google Advanced Search to search the results.
We put search strings into the appropriate search boxes as required and selected the
language as English to narrow the results. The search was conducted with 198 results
returned in Google. Four forum discussion threads were found on Reddit and Quora each,
while none were on StackOverflow. We selected 22 articles from the 198 results by directly
full-reading the articles. Of the eight results from forum discussion threads, none provided
helpful information. We also conducted snowballing for the 22 articles selected previously
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by searching specifically for the company cases presented therein. We obtained nine extra
articles, which represented 31 articles that were selected from the grey literature.

2.3. Data Extraction

From the one academic paper and 31 articles selected, we extracted the data and
mapped them to answer each research question. Herein, we first extracted the categories
that directly answered the RQs given by any of the selected articles. As different articles
give different categories, we merged them by checking the potential direct mapping and
then taking the union of the two sets. Based on the iterative discussion, the two authors
have to agree on the final extracted data and the categories.

2.4. Replicability

We prepared a replication package (https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/MS2MO_
MultiVocal/24999218 (accessed on 1 March 2024)) to enable other researchers to read
and extend our study, and this package presents the MLR process methodology and the
complete results obtained for this study.

3. Results

We selected 32 articles (white and grey) via the previously described process. When
classifying these selected articles by year of publication, we can observe the research trend
of switching back from microservice to monolith. As shown in Figure 2, the cumulative
number of articles published has been increasing. These sources were first published in
2018, and their numbers increased slightly in 2020. The number of publications was stable
in 2021 and 2022 but significantly increased in 2023.

Figure 2. Cumulative number of articles over the years.

According to the review and analysis of the selected articles, there were four cases of
switching back from microservice to monolith:

• Istio control plane [22]
• Amazon Prime Video monitoring service [12]
• Segment [23]
• InVision [24]

These articles were first published in 2018 and initially attracted little attention. With
the occurrence of the Segment case in 2020, some discussion was generated among practi-
tioners. The Amazon Prime Video monitoring service case in 2023 brought more discus-
sion about switching back from microservices to monolith. Among them, the Amazon
Prime video monitoring service has attracted the most attention from practitioners, with
10 articles.

https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/MS2MO_MultiVocal/24999218
https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/MS2MO_MultiVocal/24999218
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3.1. RQ1: What Are the Reasons for Switching BACK from Microservice to Monolith?

From the four cases, we identified five main reasons for switching back from microser-
vice to monolith, as reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Reasons for cases switch back to monolith.

Reason Case Selected Articles

Cost Istio control plane, Prime Video monitoring service, Segment, InVision [12,22,24–39]

Complexity Istio control plane, Segment, InVision [22–27,36,37,40,41]

Scalability Istio control plane, Prime Video monitoring service, Segment [12,22,23,25–29,32,33,35,39,42,43]

Performance Segment [23,39,40,43]

Organization Istio control plane, InVision [22,24,36,37]

Cost is the most common reason companies switch back from microservice to monolith,
and Table 3 presents all four cases in our review involving cost reasons. In the Istio control
plane, the system incurred a marginal cost due to the independently scalable components
because of the microservice architecture, resulting in very little value [22,25,27]. Also, it
had the problem of high operational costs because of the complexity of the microservice
architecture [26]. Compared to the other three cases, the Prime Video monitoring service
faced the most serious cost problem. It is a video streaming platform owned by Amazon.
Initially, it used distributed components coordinated within AWS step functions, resulting
in a total cost for all the artifacts that were not accepted for solutions on a broad scale,
and the approach used for transferring video frames (images) between different modules
was costly for numerous Tier-1 calls to S3 buckets. [12,28–35]. The cost-effectiveness
of Prime Video monitoring service’s switching back is also the most obvious. Amazon
Prime Video claimed it reduced infrastructure costs by over 90% by migrating services
from microservices back to monolithic architecture [12]. Segment faced significant cost
challenges as well. Its operational costs associated with implementing microservices
were unaffordable [38,39]. Regarding the InVision case, it commented that “Microservices
Furthermore, Have a Dollars-And-Cents Cost” [24,36]. Its service operated on the server,
interfacing with the database, reporting metrics, and generating log entries. Each activity
incurred “a very real dollar and cent cost” [24]. Consequently, microservices incur expenses,
particularly when taking into account the maintenance of redundancy to establish a highly
available system [24,37].

Complexity is one of the most important reasons that companies switch back from
microservice to monolith. Especially in the Istio control plane, we found that microservice
architecture led to complexity in its content, management, and technology. First, its different
planes used different languages to program [22]. Second, different teams worked on
different modules individually. However, this approach introduced additional complexity
and negatively affected user usability rather than allowing the development teams to
manage them more conveniently [22,26]. In addition, all of the components within Istio’s
control plane were simultaneously consistently released in unified versions. At the same
time, the decoupled versioning capabilities of microservices added a layer of complexity to
the overall system [22]. Finally, the Istio control plane had limited isolation capabilities, and
there was no guarantee that problems or changes in one microservice would not impact
other microservices, so complete microservice isolation was difficult to achieve [22,25,27].

Furthermore, we found other factors in the Segment case that lead to higher complexity:
managing multiple repositories and diverging shared libraries [23,40,41]. Initially, every
module was classified as a different service, but they used one repository, which led
to low efficiency. One corrupted test in the repository would affect all services, and
deployment changes required fixing irrelevant tests [23,40,41]. Separating the code for every
module into different repositories added more complexity and maintenance workload.
Segment built shared libraries to achieve common transformations and functions in order
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to reduce the burden of the development and maintenance of these code libraries [23].
InVision had similar complexity issues as Segment. InVision grew increasingly because of
microservice architecture, having more repositories, programming languages, databases,
monitoring dashboards, etc., causing significant development and maintenance pressure
and complexity on the development team [24,36,37].

Scalability. The feature of microservices being able to extend components indepen-
dently is often a key reason companies decide to migrate to the microservices architecture.
However, in these cases, this benefit turned into a drawback. In Istio, the respective func-
tion (XDS) decided the cost of the control plane [22,25,27]. In contrast, these functions had
marginal costs, making the isolation of microservices of little value [22,26]. Faced with this,
the Istio control plane switched back to monolith instead, making it much easier to scale.
Amazon Prime Video monitoring service also encountered a scaling limitation. It met a hard
scaling limit with around 5% of the expected load [12,28,29,32,33,35,42], and this was due
to the implementation of orchestration management by AWS step functions [12,28,29,35,42].
Unlike Amazon Prime Video monitoring service, Segment’s scaling challenge was the reason
for the automated scaling configuration. The management and scalability of each microser-
vice became a crucial operational expense due to the increased number of services [23]. Each
service has specific load patterns that require manual scaling to handle unplanned spikes [43].
Adjusting automatic and scalable configurations became more challenging because of the
various resourcing requirements of each service [23,39].

Performance. Only Segment mentioned performance among the reasons for switching
back to the monolith out of these four cases, and it was one of the most significant reasons for
Segment switching back. The worst problem was the line head blockage. The microservice
architecture caused head-of-line blocking, where a failure in one destination causes delays
in all destinations [23,40]. This affected the timeliness of event delivery and also customer
satisfaction [43]. “The team soon realized that the channel was blocked, causing performance
issues when the tool returned an error. It was why they decided to move out of monolith into
all the microservices”, said Alexandra Noonan, the software engineer who led the project
in her blog [39]. Furthermore, high complexity was also a factor that caused decreased
system performance. The high complexity of microservices brought development teams to
a standstill, and the benefits of modularity and autonomy changed to strain, which delayed
them and reduced efficiency, leading to reduced performance [23].

Organization. The high complexity of team management is also one of the key rea-
sons for the companies’ switching back to monolith, especially the Istio control plane and
InVision. In the Istio control plane, microservices enable individual services’ management
by separate teams, but in fact, this could create confusion for development teams trying
to manage more efficiently [22]. In comparison, InVision had more serious team issues.
InVision started with a small legacy team but owned many repositories, databases, pro-
gramming languages, etc. [24]. Over time, Conway’s Law benefits turned into a strain
on the legacy team as the scale was inappropriate, so switching the microservices back to
monolith became necessary [24,36,37].

3.2. RQ2: What Are the Key Aspects to Pay Attention to during the Switching Back Process?

We analyzed six key aspects that should be taken into account during the process of
switching back from microservice to monolith, combined with four cases from the company
and some other thoughts from practitioners.

Stop developing more services. This implies that it cannot import new microservices.
Migrating from microservices to monolith requires use of the existing architecture as the
“center” for the future monolith to carry the new features [44]. All of the services would
eventually need to be integrated into this center. However, if we continue developing new
services after we have decided to move back to the monolithic architecture, the system may
become confused.

Consolidate and test paths. Microservices may form a singular and consistent process
between several systems. Consolidation paths are essential as systems are integrated from
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microservices to monoliths [44]. After the migration, testing the path is also important in
order to ensure the system runs well. These processes help the reversed monolithic system
function properly and satisfy all requirements. [45].

Unify data storage. Data storage is one of the most important aspects of switching back
to a monolith. Shanea thought we had two possible choices: separating data or transferring
data to one individual database [45]. The former allows for maintaining the independence
and isolation of individual components and could hold to a more homogeneous structure.
The latter allows for lower costs, higher performance, and reduced system complexity [45].
The company’s development team should select the appropriate data storage approach
according to the assessment of the actual situation. Otherwise, it will cause a great deal
of trouble.

Implement the message bus principle. Implementing a message bus like Kafka can
act as an indirect layer during the transition [45]. This approach allows for the progres-
sive merging from microservices to monoliths without disrupting existing systems. The
message bus enables smooth communication between components, allowing for the easy
decomposition and reconstruction of services as needed.

Give up diverse techniques. Different services in microservices can use different
programming languages and frameworks. However, this diversity would require changing
after the system switched back. For instance, the majority of systems should use a maximum
of two back-end languages simultaneously [44]. If the diversity of technologies is retained,
switching back to monolith cannot be completed.

Learn to use modular design principles. Even when switching back from microser-
vice to monolith, we need to maintain a modular design. Modular design enables code
organization as different clearly bounded modules, promoting concerns’ separation and
maintainability [44]. Moreover, the modular design also gives the system advantages in
terms of both the flexibility and modularity of microservices as well as the simplicity and
usability of monoliths [45].

3.3. RQ3: What Are the Opinions of the Other Practitioners Regarding Such Switching Back?

Other practitioners had mixed opinions about this switching-back behavior. Some
argued that this way is correct. They thought that microservice was not the “utopian
application architecture” [25]. David Heinemeier Hansson scoffed that microservice was
a zombie architecture [29]. Some practitioners thought monoliths had an advantage over
microservices because they are easier to code, scale, deploy, test, and use to deal with
cross-domain issues [46,47]. In contrast, some did not agree with the practice of switching
back. They believe that microservices are still one of the most popular architectures. Angel
posted that monoliths are not the solution, and organizations need to think better and
support proactive communication channels that can supply the gaps between teams [48].
However, the vast majority of practitioners still believed that the idea of switching back
to a monolithic architecture requires consideration of the actual system’s situation and
principles, and that switching back calls for an assessment of whether monolith is really the
best fit for the company’s requirements, such as team size, structure, skills, and operational
abilities [45,49]. Arnold Galovics stated “Do not start with microservices in production”,
and proposed that systems cannot start with microservice or blindly move to microservice
for the sake of its popularity [50]. He suggested that people should never blindly choose
microservices over monolith because moving from monoliths to microservices is much
easier than switching back [50]. Moreover, most of the disadvantages of monoliths and
microservices are well-known [51], so Itiel believed that the architecture recommendation
depends on the project type [52].

4. Discussion

This section first discusses analysis of the results as related to the research questions
within the multivocal literature review and subsequent thoughts. Then, we discuss the
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implications of switching back and the significance of this study. Finally, we introduce our
study limitations and possible future work.

4.1. Interconnected Relations and Thoughts between RQs

The results of RQ1 and RQ3 indicate that some companies and researchers have
discovered that the microservices architecture is not always the best choice, and that the
choice of architecture should consider the product’s actual situation rather than blindly
following the trend. As summarized in RQ1, the characteristics of the microservices
architecture may lead to problems like cost, complexity, organizational structure, etc. On
the other hand, changing business requirements may lead companies to need more tightly
integrated systems like monolithic architecture.

Combined with the results of RQ1 and RQ2, we found that economic considerations
were the primary motivating factor for microservices switching back to monolith. The
economic implications of microservices, as highlighted in RQ1, coupled with the emphasis
on stopping the development of new microservices as mentioned in RQ2, emerged as
the decisive factors influencing organizations to reevaluate their architectural choices.
Additionally, the complexity introduced by microservices, both in terms of content and
management, is intertwined with scalability, forming a complex network of factors (RQ1).
The need for consolidating paths and unifying data storage during the switch-back process
(RQ2) responds to these issues.

The convergence of practitioners’ views (RQ3) provided a rich network of perspectives
on our research goal and supplemented the first two RQs with information of a broader
discussion. It demonstrated the diversified views of practitioners on whether to switch
from microservices back to the monolith. On the one hand, some practitioners expressed
doubts about microservices, while others advocated for a monolithic architecture, empha-
sizing its simplicity and ease of use. However, most practitioners still believe that the
benefits of switching back to monolith are not absolute and that the decision to do so
should be based on “situational considerations”. These three views present a dialectic
between microservices and monolith, highlighting the complexity practitioners face in
understanding and evaluating architectural decisions. This also corresponds to the factors
that (RQ1 and RQ2) organizations need to balance in practice.

Notably, we extracted aspects with RQ2 to learn to use modular design guidelines,
and this seems to be related to another concept: modular monolith. Of the four cases in
RQ1, no company explicitly stated that they were switching from microservices back to
the modular monolith, just the monolith. However, some practitioners in RQ2 did make
the case in their articles to keep the modular design because it can take advantage of both
monoliths and microservices. This seems to be a signal that practitioners are starting to
take notice of the concept of modular design or modular monoliths, but there is no case for
any of them at the moment.

4.2. Implications and Significance

We discussed the implications to the system architecture and companies of systems
switching back from microservice to monolith, combining the results of the three research
questions. In terms of system architecture, this switching back leads to overall system
complexity and performance changes, increasing the short-term development and mainte-
nance costs. For the company, since microservices and monolithic architectures do not have
the same development methodology, switching back from microservice to monolith may
require the company to reconfigure its development teams to adapt to the development
requirements and processes of the new architecture. This may involve adjustments in team
size, changes in the technology stack, and the division of responsibilities within the team.
In addition, the monolithic architecture may require more centralized development and
maintenance, so the company’s departmental decision-making and collaboration would
need to become ore centralized. Finally, different architectural choices reflect different
organizational values and priorities. This may require adjustments to the organizational
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culture to accommodate the changes brought about by the new architectural choices. This
switching back will, in the short term, cause a certain amount of consumption, burden,
and change to the cost, complexity, organizational structure, and cultural factors of the
company, indicating the necessity for an assessment of whether the monolithic structure is
suitable for the company’s actual situation before the switching back.

The significance of the study is three-fold. This study provides a comprehensive view
of the reasons, actions, and perspectives of organizations and practitioners as to switching
back from microservice to monolith, demonstrating to researchers and companies that the
microservices architecture may not always be the best choice, and instead, that the selection
between monolithic and microservices architectures should be based on the specific needs
of the company and its systems through assessment. In addition, the study provides a
reference for companies switching back from microservice to monolith. Finally, the study
provides researchers with the actions and opinions of organizations and practitioners as to
switching back from microservice to monolith, deepening the connection between academia
and industry and helping researchers in further related research fields.

4.3. Study Limitations

The study collected and analyzed data through the multivocal literature review
methodology, and it did not further investigate the perceptions of industry practition-
ers on this topic through survey or interview methods. For reasons like confidentiality
policies, practitioners usually do not publish the latest case content related to their compa-
nies on the Internet, leading to grey literature review results that are not the latest or are
just opinions without concrete analysis of specific cases.

The key aspects to pay attention to during the switching back process in response
to RQ2 are based on existing cases and practitioners’ opinions in the selected articles.
However, different companies have different actual situations, so these steps can only be
used on a reference basis and cannot be directly replicated. Moreover, some articles also
proposed the design of monolith “modularisation”. This indicates that the monolith they
switched back to may not be the traditional monolithic architecture used in the past but
rather the “modular monolith”. However, the articles did not discuss more about modular
monoliths or whether the converted monoliths and traditional monolithic architectures are
different. Some researchers have discussed whether modular monolith is the new trend in
software architecture [53], but there are no concrete actual cases to support it. On the other
hand, it is worth noting that articles did not present the shortcomings after companies
switched back to the monolithic architecture, only reported the improvements and benefits.
Regardless of the choice of architecture, there is a risk of a suboptimal implementation of
the information system.

The results of RQ3 collected practitioners’ opinions regarding switching back from
microservice to monolith. However, these opinions may have bias. Given that practitioners
are in the industry, their opinions are subjective and may be influenced by their companies
or surroundings. This also explains why the opinions of practitioners in RQ3 were mixed.

4.4. Future Work

Our future research will start by further investigating the perceptions of industry
practitioners on this topic. Through survey and interview methods, we can better under-
stand the latest cases or opinions regarding switching back from microservice to monolith
through the lens of evolving industry trends and challenges.

We will also conduct comparative case studies on the performance of microservice
and reversed monolith systems. By comparing the cost efficiency, scalability, response time,
fault tolerance, resource utilization, deployment, and maintenance complexity between
the both, we can better understand the strengths and weaknesses of microservices and
reversed monolithic systems in different scenarios and provide valuable insights.

Moreover, we will research the application and impact of modular monoliths in the
industry. Modular monolith has become popular in the software architecture field in recent
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years [53], and the questions of whether it is the new trend in software architecture, the
similarities and differences with traditional architecture and microservices, its application
in industry, and the relationship with the traditional monolith in switching back will be
the future directions of our research, helping researchers to understand the new trend in
software architecture.

5. Threats to Validity

In this section, there is a discussion of the potential threats to the validity of this
study. We follow the guidelines proposed by Ampatzoglou et al. [54], and compared to
the guidelines by Wohlin et al. [55], these are particularly applicable to secondary research
in the field of software engineering. Herein, we discuss the study selection validity, data
validity, and research validity of our study.

5.1. Study Selection Validity

In this study, we strictly followed the guidelines for conducting multivocal literature
reviews in software engineering proposed by Garousi et al. [14] regarding the search process
steps, source selection, data extraction, and data synthesis. With this guideline, the threat
to the research process is significantly reduced. During the initial search, we identified all
keywords carefully and diversified them using synonyms. Although this search method
can cover most publications, there are still issues and limitations that inevitably arise, such
as the fact that the search is limited to titles and abstracts. We also utilized a grey literature
search. To extend the coverage of our study, especially in the grey literature search, we
used “snowballing” as a complementary approach. We reviewed all the references in the
selected studies and other articles involved in the grey literature, which resulted in nine
relevant articles being found.

Regarding the formulation of inclusion and exclusion criteria, we also followed the
guidelines proposed by Petersen et al. [18]. All authors discussed these criteria and fit in
with the topic of our study. Both authors independently conducted the research selection in
the “apply criteria to title and abstract” and “full reading” steps. In case of disagreement, the
third author would participate in the discussion in order to reach a conclusion. Meanwhile,
when the study was in the first round of revision in 2024, we conducted the white and grey
literature search again, and additional studies generated by the new query were added to
the included articles, which reduced the potential threat of an incomplete paper.

5.2. Data Validity

During the data extraction process, two authors contributed independently. The
process was iterative, especially for the grey literature. We identified the categorization
through an open coding method. In RQ1, we first categorized the articles based on the
company whose case was discussed therein and then categorized them a second time based
on that company’s reasons for switching back. In the data synthesis process, we used the
descriptive (narrative) synthesis method based on the guideline paper for synthesizing
evidence in SE research [56]. As this study was not a systematic mapping study, we
categorized the extracted results and summarized them narratively. In addition, we only
selected publicly available academic papers and grey articles due to confidentiality policies,
which prevented us from including more relevant content from the industry. As noted
above, in future work, we plan to conduct industry surveys to learn more about industry
views on this issue, thereby reducing the threat to validity.

5.3. Research Validity

The research method was determined by all authors after several discussions before
the study began. All authors agreed on the decision to use a multivariate literature review,
which reduced the threat of methodological bias in the study. While identifying the
research questions, the authors also had an iterative discussion because of some differences
in opinion, and finally, they identified the research questions together. In addition, the study
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can be replicated by strictly following the details of the research process. The methodology
step also describes the details of the search string and multivocal literature review. With
future technological advances, such replication will likely be applied to studying software
architectures for the next generation.

6. Related Work

Many approaches have been proposed for switching from monolith to microservice
to address decomposition, refactoring, scaling, and many other issues during the process.
Chen et al. [57] proposed a top-down analysis approach and developed a dataflow-driven
microservice decomposition algorithm. The algorithm can provide reasonable, objective,
and understandable microservice candidates through strict and practical implementation
procedures. On the other hand, Taibi and Systä [7] proposed a process mining-based
decomposition framework to reduce the subjectivity of the decomposition process, which
can improve the overall system decomposition quality. In addition, Eski and Buzluca [58]
proposed a new approach for converting existing applications into microservices using
code repositories. This approach uses static code coupling and graph clustering methods
to automatically extract microservices from monoliths, achieving an 89% success rate.
Fritzsch et al. [59] classified refactoring approaches to migrating from monolithic systems
to microservices. They found that most approaches are limited in their use by various
specific conditions and require adequate tool support. Furthermore, Abbott and Fischer [60]
proposed another decomposition based on scalability, where applications are partitioned
into smaller components to achieve higher scalability.

With more companies migrating from monolithic systems to microservices, the draw-
backs and challenges of microservice architectures are magnified. Soldani et al. [8] sum-
marized the pain of microservices mainly due to the inherent complexity of microservices
based on a systematic grey literature review. For instance, after migrating from monoliths
to microservices, the system’s large number of microservices and parallel dependencies
make it unbearable for the development teams. Taibi and Lenarduzzi [61] presented
bad practices regarding microservices derived from interviews with developers using
microservices-based systems.

There are also other studies researching the challenges of microservices architecture.
Wang et al. [62] supposed that the design and implementation of microservices are per-
formed in a defined IoT environment, but besides extending behaviors to the system and
extending the problems it solves, more features and functionalities need to be integrated
into the microservices architecture, and the maintenance of such an architecture can be-
come a serious problem or challenge. Driss et al. [63] proposed that microservice systems
may be under more security attacks, defined as network, software, and data attacks, than
monoliths. They concluded that because microservice containers are highly replicable, a
vulnerability in one module could quickly escalate into a more significant problem. More-
over, Atitallah et al. [64] reported that the independence of microservices can challenge
organizational culture as developers do not have the same global visibility as they would in
a monolithic architecture, and the inherent isolation between teams can lead to challenges
in communication and decision-making. However, no studies are specifically focused on
the phenomenon of switching back from microservice to monolith.

In summary, we perceive that the phenomenon of switching back from microservice
to monolith may stem from unsuitability and the pains companies feel after migrating from
monoliths to microservices. The key motivation of our study is to fill this gap, investigate
the reasons why companies decide to switch back to monolith, and identify key aspects to
pay attention to during the process. At the same time, opinions from other practitioners are
also a focus of the study.

7. Conclusions

There are ongoing discussions regarding switching back from microservice to mono-
lith, and some companies have already taken action. Though it is still too early to claim it as
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a trend, the existing cases and researchers’ and practitioners’ opinions are worth noticing.
We wanted to understand the reasons and methods for switching back from microservice
to monolith as well as practitioners’ opinions and advice towards such practices. We con-
ducted a multivocal literature review, preliminarily investigating why companies decided
to switch back to the monolith and critical aspects to pay attention to during the process. At
the same time, we analyzed other practitioners’ opinions regarding this phenomenon. We
selected 32 articles (white and grey) via the multivocal literature review. The summarized
results show that cost is the most important reason companies switch from microservice
back to monolith. Furthermore, complexity, scalability, performance, and organization
are key reasons for this trend. During the process of switching back, we determined that
there are six key aspects worth noticing: (1) stopping the development of more services,
(2) consolidating and testing paths, (3) unifying data storage, (4) implementing the message
bus principle, (5) giving up diverse techniques, and (6) learning to use modular design
principles. As to the practitioners’ opinions, they had mixed views about the switching back
phenomenon, but most thought that switching back required consideration of the actual
system situation and principles. This study provides insights to researchers and practition-
ers, especially that the choice of architecture should be made through assessment based on
the company’s specific needs and its systems; provides references for companies switching
back from microservice to monolith; and helps researchers in related research fields.
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